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ABSTRACT: In this study, the impact of Negative Skin Friction (NSF) on composite 

piles concerning different variables such as different pile sections, the amount of concrete 

and steel consumption, and various interaction coefficients of the pile-soil system in both 

solid and hollow conditions are evaluated using numerical methods. Besides, the effect 

of the variables considered on the negative skin friction and pile’s settlement is 

investigated. Numerical analyses were performed using ABAQUS and MATLAB. The 

results showed that the amount of frictional stress on the pile decreases if the hollow 

sections are used. However, the hallow pile experiences more settlements than other piles’ 

models. On the other hand, if the amount of consumed steel in a pile is reduced, the 

amount of negative skin friction induced in a pile decreases, while the pile settlement 

increases. After examining the Finite Element of concrete piles in fine-grained soils, the 

safety surface of the suggested numerical relationship was considered in the phenomenon 

of negative friction on the pile. For this purpose, considering the uncertainty parameters 

such as mean, variance and probability function for overcharge, soil parameters, 

dimensions and different types of the single pile, the amount of settlement, the stress 

created on the pile, the position of neutral plane on the pile and drag load were calculated 

using the proposed relationship. Finally, the safety surface of the proposed relationships 

or comparisons of a Finite Element results in a close approximation to the real models 

was computed. 
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1. Background 

 

Traditionally, in the foundation design of 

infrastructures, engineers have used fixed 

deterministic values for the load acting on 

the deep foundation as well as its load-
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bearing capacity. However, these values are 

not unique and have probability 

distributions which reflect many 

uncertainties on the strength of the deep 

foundation. Reliability evaluation provides 

an approach for a unified geotechnical and 
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structural framework for risk assessment, 

propagation of uncertainties, and national 

boundaries. The Reliability-Based Design 

(RBD) equations are required for common; 

the aim of the RBD implementation is 

usually to achieve an appropriate factor of 

steady and more affordable design.  

In the past three decades, different 

approaches were applied for mitigation of 

geo-hazards and establishing a higher 

performance of geotechnical works. For 

instance, using nonlinear effective stress 

analysis of soil-structure systems 

introduced on bearing capacity of pile 

foundation and experimental studies 

through geotechnical centrifuge tests are of 

these approaches.  

The main factors for hazardous 

geotechnical phenomenon can be the 

decreased stability of structures induced by 

the transient inertial loads, laboratory 

errors, scarcity of data, lack of uniformity 

of soil properties and sometimes 

insufficient knowledge in problem 

detection. For example, pile foundations in 

the saturated sand deposits are more often 

used for structures built on reclaimed lands. 

The apparent cause of these failures is the 

excess settlement and lateral force due to 

the inertia force of huge-structures and soils 

which embed foundations during services. 

Therefore, it is essential to realize the 

failure mechanisms of such components in 

NSF phenomenon to improve their 

performance against drag load and down 

drag to conserve the long-term stability of 

the structure, and save money and people’s 

life.  

Due to the new investigation of NSF 

through effective stress analysis, this 

method of design is becoming more 

common in the mega infrastructures 

including high rise buildings, port 

communities, and marine transportation. 

The exposure time and allowable limit state 

(i.e. load, deformation, curvature, and 

moment) are general terms of specified 

criteria. Additionally, the permanent 

deformations represented by the function of 

ground motions of design-level are not 

addressed in the guidelines as a main 

concern in the performance-based design. 

The design of infrastructures considering 

NSF and drag load and settlement are 

categorized as complex technical problems 

and a large number of issues related to the 

design process require further research and 

refinements.      

 

2. Literature Review 

 

Failure of piled foundations is a worldwide 

designing concern. One of the main reasons 

goes back to the NSF phenomena, which is 

attributed to the effects of increased pile’s 

settlements as a result of negative friction 

stress. Ditlevsen and Madsen (2007) 

studied that the NSF was mobilized in the 

ultimate limit, except for the vicinity of the 

neutral plane. Thus, drag load may lead to 

the structure collapse when the 

recommendations of pile design are 

ignored. A number of failure reports can be 

found pertaining to the drag load, down 

drag and NSF on single piles.  

Xing and Liu (2018) studied the NSF 

influencing factors on pile foundations in 

collapsible soils. The primary factors 

analysed in their research were pile type, 

different loess collapsibility, and 

cumulative relative collapse amount. 

Eslami et al. (2020) studied the significance 

of scale influences and their role on making 

a direct relation between pile shaft capacity 

and CPT records. A database was prepared 

including 83 full-scale CPT records and pile 

load tests to validate and calibrate the 

proposed approach.  

Hajitaheriha et al. (2015) investigated 

the negative skin friction on single batter 

and vertical piles. A skin friction and 

vertical end-bearing piles under different 

loadings were considered to evaluate the 

neutral plane location and the down-drag. 

The performances of the friction pile and 

end-bearing piles considering different 

inclination angles were evaluated. They 

revealed that the position of neutral plane 

and the drag load of the pile depend on the 

type of pile, inclination angle of pile, 
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surrounding soil of the pile, earth surface 

loading intensity, and model type. 

Azizkandi et al. (2019) conducted an 

experimental study on a square foundation 

to assess the effect of S/D and L/D 

parameters on non-connected and 

connected eccentric raft system of pile. In 

the non-connected raft system of pile 

showed that increasing the pile length not 

only does not significantly increase the 

bearing capacity, but also had lower effects 

on the settlement reduction.  Pastor et al. 

(2018) carried out a study on skin friction of 

cement pastes in micro-piles when grout 

surface is imposed to the sulphates. They 

studied the friction variations depending on 

the initial sample roughness and friction of 

cement paste.  

Jinyuan et al. (2012) investigated various 

influencing factors on the NSF of a pile, 

including the soil-pile interface, 

consolidation time, coefficient of lateral 

earth pressure, surcharge intensity, limiting 

displacement of soil-pile, stiffness of the 

bearing layer, and soil compressibility. The 

results showed that the neutral plane is 

mainly dependant on the consolidation time 

and the stiffness is mainly dependant on the 

bearing layer. Cao et al. (2014) developed a 

load transfer hyperbolic model as for soil-

pile interface based on soil-structure 

interface tests, which considered the 

development of shear strength at the soil-

pile interface, the characteristics of 

increasing initial shear stiffness, the 

loading, unloading, and reversed shearing 

behaviour of the soil-pile interface with 

consolidation.  

El-Mossallamy et al. (2013) used a Fnite 

Element and axisymmetric model to 

analyze, and simulate the soil-pile 

interaction of negative skin friction. The 

pile and soft soil were simulated by a linear 

elastic model and double hardening soil 

model, respectively. A case study for two 

instrumented end bearing driven precast 

concrete piles was back analyzed in 

Bangkok soft clay. Various approaches for 

load configuration and pile element 

modelling were considered. Haghbin et al. 

(2016) developed an analytical model in 

order to assess the seismic bearing capacity 

of a strip foundation located on a reinforced 

slope with rows of piles. The passive pile 

resistance was determined based on shear 

and normal stress of the pile’s surrounding 

soil that compared to other analytical 

methods. This study determined and 

established the relation between seismic 

bearing capacities and various parameters 

of the footing to obtain the optimum 

locations of pile rows which present the best 

improvement in the foundation’s seismic 

bearing capacity.  

Huang et al. (2015) conducted 

experimental model tests on the negative 

skin friction of pile groups in sand. The 

layered settlement of soil, pile top 

displacement, and pile stress and were 

examined under various surcharge loads. 

The results indicated that a single pile’s 

neutral plane varies from 0.8×L to 0.95 

length of pile in sand as the surrounding 

load increases from 20 to 120 kPa. 

Although the neutral plane’s location was 

higher, the negative skin friction and pile 

head settlement under surrounding load 

were bigger compared with the results of 

the test under side load.  

Gang-qiang et al. (2014) developed a 

model to calculate the negative skin friction 

of special-shaped pile considering pile-soil 

interaction under surcharge. Considering 

the influence factors, including the diameter 

of the pile base, the taper angles, pile-soil 

interface parameters, and surcharge were 

analysed based on the theory of concentric 

cylinder shearing. This study revealed that 

the proposed approach could effectively 

analyse the negative skin friction of a 

special-shaped pile under surcharge. 

Golafzani et al. (2019) assessed various 

predictive models in the RBD framework 

by considering SPT and CPT-based 

methods and various static analyses in order 

to evaluate resistance factors and reliability 

indices. Also, resistance factors of Load 

Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) were 

calibrated for various loading ratios and 

reliability indices. Fardis et al. (1982) set up 
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liquefaction probability models to 

investigate the variability of the soil 

liquefaction’s major parameters by 

implementing the linear first-order and 

second- moment method.  

Moshfeghi and Eslami (2018) 

investigated six cone penetration tests by 

assigning the bearing capacity of DDP. In 

order to evaluate the results of the 

reliability-based and statistical methods, 

performance assessment of the methods 

considering pile–soil characteristics was 

applied. Carswell et al. (2015) used 

probabilistic methods to evaluate the 

reliability of pile foundations under 

offshore wind turbine with respect to 

serviceability limit states in a two-

dimensional non-linear pile–spring model 

considering the soil springs by 

implementing Euler-Bernoulli beam 

elements.  

Juang et al. (2012) examined the 

reliability of soil liquefaction potential by 

using the first-order reliability method. 

They established an empirical equation 

through neural network learning based on 

cone penetration tests to determine 

liquefaction potential with respect to cycle 

resistance ratio. Jha et al. (2009) used a 

simplified approach to determine the 

probability of liquefaction with its factor of 

safety based on a FOSM method, an 

advanced FOSM reliability method, a 

Monte Carlo simulation method, and a point 

estimation. The minimum factor of safety 

value for soil liquefaction analysis 

according to the variability of shear stress 

parameters, acceptable risk and soil 

resistance had been studied and a new 

design factor of safety was proposed. 
 

3. Modeling and Calibration 
 

Profile of the modelled soil was 

implemented based on the Lee et al. (2002) 

research and the impacts of negative skin 

friction on both down drag and drag load 

were studied. Further, the reliability method 

for this model and different piles’ types was 

analysed. The pile was considered elastic 

with 0.5m in diameter and 20m in height. 

The soil profile was layered, including a top 

soft clay layer laid over a bottom dense sand 

layer. Besides, the pile shaft was set in the 

soft clay and its end was placed on the dense 

sand. Soil layers were assumed to behave as 

an elastic-plastic material with the Mohr-

Coulomb shear failure envelope. Soil and 

pile material properties are summarized in 

Table 1. 

Meshes, stratification and geometry of 

the model made by the 3-D Finite Element 

ABAQUS software are shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The sections used in numerical modeling in ABAQUS software  
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Table 1. Material properties used in the analysis by Lee et al. (2002) 
Material Model E (kPa) C (kPa) 𝛎 𝝓 (o) Ψ (o) Ko Ɣ (kN/m3) 

Concrete pile Isotropic elastic 20,000,000 - 0.3 - - 1.0 25 

Soft clay Mohr-Coulomb  5000 3 0.3 20 0.1 0.65 18 

Dense sand Mohr-Coulomb  50,000 0.1 0.3 45 10 0.5 20 
 

The soil element’s size in the proximity 

of the pile is considered finer in order to 

increase the accuracy of the analysis, 

however, the size increased by moving 

away from the pile vicinity to avoid a large 

computational cost. The model’s 

boundaries are considered far enough from 

the pile to prevent stress conflict. First, the 

model was solved to obtain in-situ stresses. 

Before the main analysis, the initial 

displacements were set zero and the soil-

pile interactions were ignored. The soil in 

the in-situ stresses and the soil hardening 

due to the pile installation were also 

overlooked.  

The stiffness of both lower and upper 

soil layer was assumed to be identical in 

order to model the frictional pile for the 

NSF analysis. However, the stiffness of the 

lower soil layer was assumed to be 1000 

times bigger than the upper soil layer for the 

end-bearing pile. Mohr-Coulomb shear 

failure criterion properly defines the 

constitutive model for the soil-pile interface 

elements. The interface elements are 

allowed to be separated when a gap is 

formed along with the soil-pile interface 

and tension is developed across the 

interface.  

The normal and shear forces are set to 

zero. The interface friction coefficient (µ) 

was multiplied with the normal effective 

stress (σʹ) of the two contact surfaces to get 

a frictional shear stress as τ = μ.σʹ. When the 

shear stresses applied along the interfaces 

become less than τ, the surfaces will stick 

together.  

It has been found that the pile behaviour 

is mainly governed by the interface 

behaviour. Coefficients of in-situ pressure 

(K0) were considered by the Jaky (1948) 

method for dense sand and normally 

consolidated clay as 0.65 and 0.5, 

respectively. The interface frictional 

coefficient (μ = tan (δ)) was supposed to be 

as 0.3-0.4. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, 

shear stresses obtained from the axial drag 

load and skin of the pile is very close to Lee 

et al. (2001). Simplified models assumed 

the mobilization of shear strength below 

and above the pile neutral line, however, the 

analysis by ABAQUS software provide a 

platform in order to consider the shear 

strength’s partial mobilization according to 

the applied shear strain. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. a) Shear stress distributions along with the pile surface and; b) Axial drag load for a single frictional pile 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. a) Shear stress distributions along with the pile surface and; b) Axial drag load for a single end-bearing 

pile 
 

4. Models 

 

Figure 4 shows the models used in the 

study. Models a and b, are assigned to the 

model with circular and square cross-

sectional while their shells are steel. The c 

and d models are related to the square and 

circular concrete hollow sections, and the 

model e and f are filled concrete piles. The 

elastic modulus, the soil’s properties and 

the type of used concrete in all models are 

considered the same as each other so that 

the power of comparison between the 

created models can be possible and obvious. 

In order to compare the results with the Lee 

(2001) findings, it is tried to consider the 

dimensions of the model, soil and pile types 

the same as the laboratory model. 

The results of the soil and pile’s 

settlement are shown in Figures 5 to 12. Pile 

settlement results in Figures 5 and 6 show 

the finding for composite models a and b. 

Also, Figures 9 and 10 show the results of 

concrete piles. The results of these four 

figures show that the steel elastic modulus 

is about 10 times more than that of concrete. 

So, the rate of soil settlement has decreased 

around the concrete.  

The settlement of concrete pile into the 

soil was found to be much larger than steel-

concrete pile, and the settlement of the 

surrounding soil was even more with 

concrete pile due to its faster settling. The 

side of the square section is 0.5 m and is 

equal to the circular diameter. It is expected 

that the use of steel in the shell of the pile 

will reduce the pile settlement, because the 

density and modulus of steel are more 

significant than that of concrete pile. Also, 

the steel pile creates less interaction 

coefficient between the pile’s shell and the 

soil.  

According to Figures 5 and 6, which are 

related to the simple square and circular 

composite piles, respectively, the neutral 

plane depth in the square sections is greater 

than the circular sections. This reflects the 

fact that the longer length of the pile is 

exposed to the negative friction. Therefore, 

in addition to the further settlement in the 

surrounding soil and pile, the length of the 

pile, which is affected by the NSF, obtained 

more. It is also expected that with the 

reduction of the pile’s mass by making the 

pile section hollow, the amount of pile 

settlement will increase.  

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the 

models c and d, which are related to hollow 

piles and soil put in the hollow section to the 

effects of overburden at the end of the pile 

were considered. The settlement of the 

square sections is higher than the circular 

sections in all models. On the other hand, 

the amount of settling in the hollow piles is 

higher than the total and composite piles. 

Figure 11 shows that if the differential 

settlement between the piles and the soil is 

greater, the neutral plane has put into the 

depth of the soil and the geometric fit 

between the neutral plane and this 

differential settlement has been governed. 
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Fig. 4. The Finite-Element mesh of a single vertical pile and a soil profile: a) Square composite pile; b) Circular 

composite pile; c) Hollow square pile; d) Hollow circular pile; e) Concrete square pile and; f) Concrete circular 

pile 
 

 
Fig. 5. Square composite model (model a) 

 

 
Fig. 6. Circular composite pile (model b)  
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Fig. 7. Settlement of square pile for the concrete model (model c)  

 

 
Fig. 8. Settlement of square pile for the concrete model (model d)  

 

 
Fig. 9. Settlement of square pile for the concrete model (model e)  
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Fig. 10. Settlement of circular pile (model f) 

 

 
Fig. 11. The geometry of differential deflections of pile and soil to neutral planes 

 

 
Fig. 12. Square and circular composite piles 
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5. Analysis of Results 

 

The results of frictional stresses for 

different models are presented in this part. 

Figure 12 shows the amount of frictional 

stress for the composite square and circular 

sections. At this point, the value of negative 

frictional stress is lower in comparison with 

other sections. Figures 13 and 14 show the 

amount of the produced frictional stress in a 

pile for the square and circular sections in 

both fill and hollow types. It can be seen 

that the amount of the generated positive 

frictional shear stress in the hollow sections 

is less than the filled pile sections due to the 

reduction in mass. In the other words, the 

pile shell’s resistance to the negative skin 

friction phenomenon has decreased and the 

pile and its surrounding soil experience 

more settlement. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Square and circular hollow piles (models c and d) 

 

 
Fig. 14. Square and circular piles (models e and f) 
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On the other hand, in the circular hollow 

sections, the depth of the neutral plane has 

increased to some extent, which shows that 

the elements of the pile have been affected 

by the negative frictional stress. Positive 

frictional stress after neutral plane depth has 

decreased sharply in the hollow sections, 

which shows that the use of friction pods in 

fine-grained soils leads to an increase in the 

pile settlement and a resistance reduction 

under applied overheads.  

It can be noted from Figures 13 and 14 in 

square and circular piles that by increasing 

the side area in the square sections, the 

amount of positive and negative shear stress 

is dropped in the soil. However, the 

reduction in negative friction stress was 

significantly higher than the negative 

frictional stress. Therefore, it can be 

concluded from the comparison of the 

numbers that the rate of the negative shear 

stress at the level of the circular piles was 

higher than that of the square sections. 

However, the reduction in frictional stress 

was significantly higher than negative 

friction.  

Thus, by comparing the numbers, it is 

concluded that the rate of the negative shear 

stress at the level of the circular pile was 

higher than that of the square sections. The 

amount of positive frictional stress 

produced in the circular sections is 

approximately 1.5 times than of square 

sections. It can be said from the Figures 9 

and 10 that in the pile’s square sections, 

settling of these piles are more and positive; 

however, the negative frictional shear 

stresses are lower than the circular sections. 

 

6. Investigation of Drag Load in Pile’s 

Shell 

 

In this part, the effect of piles’ drag load on 

the mentioned composite piles is 

investigated. The amount of cumulative 

frictional force created by the overcharge is 

obtained from the product of the side area 

of the pile × frictional stress throughout the 

pile’s shell. 

Figure 15 illustrates the positive drag 

load value of square and circular sections. 

In the circular sections, the amount of 

negative frictional force results in the 

negative frictional stress which is far more 

than the square sections. 

 

7. Hollow Sections 

 

As is clear from Figure 16, the positive drag 

load value is 1778 kN in the square concrete 

sections, while this value is 2222 kN in 

circular ones. It can be said that more 

frictional force has been generated in square 

sections. The amount of negative drag load 

force created during the square pile is 525 

kN, while this value is 1525 kN in the 

circular- section pile. In other words, in the 

circular section pile, the amount of negative 

frictional force that results in the negative 

frictional stress is far more than the squared 

section pile. 

 

8. Discussion 

 

In this study, the behaviour of individual 

piles in different dimensions and different 

materials concerning the effect of frictional 

negativity is evaluated. The piles under the 

load and the lateral surface are examined in 

the same way. In Tables 2 and 3 the shear 

stress in individual pile’s shell is studied in 

different states.  

In the square sections of the steel shell, 

the shear stress is in the highest amounts (in 

the neutral plane) than the other models. As 

the steel-soil interaction is less than of 

concrete-soil, the force mobilization of the 

pile’s shell becomes less than the other 

models. Therefore, the lower shear stresses 

in composite piles with a steel shell are 

observed. On the opposite side, on the 

hollow pile, the pile tolerates the greatest 

shear stress in its shell in comparison to the 

other piles. Which can be attributed to the 

excessive displacement of the pile. In the 

other words, the load- bearing capacity in 

the body decreases significantly. As can be 

observed, in this case the pile tends to 

buckle, and stress contours can be seen in a 

broader range at the tip of the pile. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of drag load in circular and square concrete pile 

  

 
Fig. 16. Comparison of drag load in hollow circular and square concrete pile 
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surrounding soil. By making the hollow 

pile, the pile’s density reduces which leads 

to an increase in the pile settlement. Finally, 

the pile is experienced with more 

significant negative frictional stress.  

As shown in Figures 17 and 18, the soil 

stress bulb contours in case of circular and 

square pile types indicate that the 

concentration of stress in a circular state has 

occurred more than the squared shape at the 

tip of the pile and the stress bubbles in 

circular mode are wider than of the square. 

Thus, the soil needs more displacement to 

be failed and the bearing capacity and shear 

stress are increased on the pile body. 

 
 

Table 2. Neutral plane location in different pile shapes 
Neutral plane 

Pile type Pile settlement (m) Neutral plane location 

Square composite (steel-concrete) 0.009 17.99 

Circle composite (steel-concrete) 0.0095 17.82 

Hollow circle 0.05 16.8 

Hollow square 0.02 16.7 

Simple square concrete 0.046 17.1 

Simple circle concrete 0.04 16.99 
 

 
Fig. 17. The contour of stress bulb in the circular pile 

 

 
Fig. 18. The contour of stress bulb in the square pile 
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Table 3. Shear stress value in different pile types 
Pile types    Maximum shear stress (kPa) 

Simple square concrete -9678.59 

Square and circle composite (steel-concrete) -933.003 

Hollow circle -48572.4 

 Simple circle concrete -33929.6 

Hollow square -12776.5 

 

9. Using the Uncertainty Method to 

Verify the Safety Reliability in NSF 

 

In this paper, the uncertainty’s effects of the 

input parameters on the negative skin 

friction of the pile were investigated. The 

impact of the uncertainty of input 

parameters on the pile design and negative 

skin friction phenomenon was studied by 

two methods of Finite Elements and an 

elasto-plastic model. Instability of the 

design parameters can reduce the load-

bearing capacity of the soil and endangers 

the stability of the pile, which leads to 

uncertainty in the calculation.  

Due to insufficient knowledge about the 

exact amount of design variables and its 

effect on reducing the load-bearing 

capacity, the uncertainty and probabilities 

can be used to assess a broader range in 

load-bearing capacity, settlement, and 

stress of the pile. After examining the Finite 

Element of the pile and the effect of 

negative skin friction on it, the estimation of 

negative frictional stress, soil-pile 

settlement, and drag load was investigated.  

In this part, the use of uncertainty 

method and negative friction formulas, and 

soil settlement are discussed. In this regard, 

the induced stress and the pile settlement 

using numerical relationships were 

calculated. Afterward, taking input 

parameters randomly including the length, 

diameter, soil type load factors, and the 

safety level of the design’s formulas were 

analysed. Besides the settlement rate, the 

negative skin frictional stress, and the load 

were calculated using the numerical 

relations. Further, the safety reliability was 

calculated by comparing the numerical 

values to the finite element model. In the 

end of the study, the relative distribution 

and accumulation curves of the pile’s 

allowable load-bearing capacity, negative 

frictional stress, pile and soil settlements 

were plotted for fine-grained soils. Thus, 

appropriate statistical parameters 

(coefficient of variation, mean, etc.) have 

been extracted.   

In this paper, by using a Monte Carlo 

simulation method, a probabilistic and 

straightforward relationship between 

definite reliability coefficient and the 

amount of stress variation due to negative 

skin friction and soil settlement has been 

established so that without using the 

comprehensive statistical information, the 

advantages of reliability analysis can be 

exploited. 

In Figure 19, the settlement is obtained 

using Eqs. (1) to (5) for future steps. 

 
𝜏0 = 𝜎0 tan(𝜑𝑖 − 𝜃)

+ (
𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃

1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑𝑖
) 

(1) 

𝜎0 = 𝐾0(𝑞 + 𝛾𝑧) → (0 < 𝑧 < 𝐻) (2) 

𝐾0 = (1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑)𝛾𝑂𝐶𝑅0.5 (3) 

𝑤𝑠 = 𝜉 (
𝜏𝑧𝑟0

𝐺
) (4) 

𝜁 = 𝑙𝑛 (
2.5𝐿(1 − 𝜐)

𝑟0
) (5) 

 

By using the radial and vertical 

components of the interface stresses (σ0 and 

τ0), q: is the surface uniform loading; γ: is 

the total unit weight; K: is the coefficient of 

lateral earth pressure at rest; γOCR: is the 

over consolidation ratio and φ: is the soil’s 

friction angle.  r0: is the pile’s average 

radius, ws: is the soil’s vertical 

displacement, G: is the shear modulus of 

elastic soil, ʋ: is the Poisson ratio, and ξ: is 

the soil strain.  

After calculating the settlement, the 

ultimate force input into the pile was 

calculated and calculated once again by 

applying the coefficient of this force and the 
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estimated safety reliability considering the 

limit function once for settlement and once 

for the final force. It comes with the least 

amount equal to the design index. Eq. (6) 

shows the base force Fb. 

 
𝐹𝑏

(𝑊𝑝)𝑏
=

4𝑟𝑏𝐺

(1 − 𝜐)𝜂𝑏
 (6) 

 

where WP: is the settlement of the piles, rb: 

is the pile’s radius, and ηb: is a coefficient 

considered for the depth of the pile base 

from below the surface chosen to be 0.88 in 

this work. The value of this force is shown 

in Figure 22 as Fb that once obtained with a 

coefficient of 1.3 and one without 

coefficients.  

After placing in the Eq. (1), the safety 

reliability is calculated, once with the 

criteria of the settlement is obtained, the 

minimum number is depicted as the safety 

reliability in Figure 23 which is available up 

to this stage in this research.  

 
𝑄(𝑈𝑙𝑡) = 𝐶. 𝑁𝑐 + Q. 𝑁𝑞 + 0.5. γ. B. 𝑁𝛾 (7) 

 

But then, with the estimated final load, 

the amount of pile’s bearing capacity was 

calculated and eventually reported the 

safety reliability. In other words, using Eq. 

(7) for bearing capacity, the amount of 

design load can be estimated while the 

statistical information and its coefficients 

for the circular and squared shape piles are 

not available. 

  

 
Fig. 19. Flowchart based on Monte Carlo method in NSF in MATLAB software  
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Fig. 20. Reliability parameter index as the shortest distance from the reduced variables to the origin Melchers et 

al. (2018)   

 

10. Determining the Uncertainly for 

Each Design Parameter 

 

In order to generate random design 

parameters, it is necessary to consider the 

mean, variance, and statistical distributions 

for generating random numbers in 

MATLAB user guide (1998). In this 

section, the design parameters and their 

statistical values are presented. Design 

parameters values, statistical distribution 

considered and variance of model design 

parameters are shown in Table 4. The 

vertical coefficient of loading in the design 

equations is 1.3, and soil settlement is 

calculated considering the random 

parameters of the pile and soil as well as the 

corresponding coefficient. 

 

11. Safety Reliability 

 

The limit function of the design in the 

present problem is g(x) = R-L, in which L: 

is the actual settlement value obtained from 

the pile in the ABAQUS software, and R: is 

the design function that is the amount of 

calculated settlement with design formulas. 

According to Figure 20, safety reliability is 

defined as the shortest distance from the 

origin of the reduced variables to limit 

function line g(x). The safety reliability is 

calculated as the shortest distance from the 

source of the Eq. (8) (Comodromos et al., 

2005).   

 

𝛽 =
𝜇𝑅 − 𝜇𝐿

√𝜎𝑅
2 + 𝜎𝑙

2

 
(8) 

 

where β: is the inverse of the coefficients in 

the formula g(R,L) = R-L, when R, L are not 

interdependent. There are no correlation 

relations between L and R. 

The safety reliability β is dependent on 

the failure surface by Eq. (9). 

 
𝛽 = −𝜙−1(𝑝𝑓) (9) 

 

The following steps are taken to estimate 

the safety reliability: 

• Generate 10,000 random numbers for the 

variables presented in Table 4 using 

variances, probability functions, and mean 

parameters 

• Using design formulas by entering the 

vertical load factor to calculate the soil 

settlement 

• Estimating the safety reliability value 

using Eq. (2). 
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Table 4. A stochastic model for concrete piling in cohesionless soils (Kok-Kwang Phoon et al., 2015; Lee, 2001) 

Coefficients of variations Mean values 
Probability 

density function 
Parameters 

0.03×D 0.4 Normal Pile dimension (D)  

0.15 18000 Normal Soil density (y) 

0.15 30000 Normal Cohesion (C) 

0.03×D 20 Normal L 

0.15 20 Normal ∅ 

1.1× 𝜎𝑛 Vertical stress from each element Normal Stress (𝜎𝑛) 

- 
𝐸

2 × (1 + 𝜗)
 Normal Shear module 

 

 
Fig. 21. The calculated settlement rate by generating random numbers with a vertical stress coefficient of 1.3 and 

without vertical stress coefficients 
 

 
 

Fig. 22. The rate of calculated Fb by generating random numbers with a vertical stress coefficient of 1.3 (MFbR) 

and without vertical stress coefficients (MFbs) 
 

 
Fig. 23. Safety indicator for design formulas 
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According to Figures 21 and 22, in the 

settlement design methods considered for 

the pile, the number 1.3 as a reliability 

coefficient and load coefficients (1.5 for 

dead load) is greater than the values 

calculated by the software. This is the main 

reason for the design coefficients in 

numerical formulas. The highest settlement 

of soil and piles is observed at the top of the 

pile. The imported coefficients have a 

greater effect on numerical methods. This 

difference is reduced by increasing the 

depth of the pile and decreasing the 

settlement. Decreasing the dead load 

coefficients entered in the design as well as 

the safety factor decrease this difference. 

This was because these coefficients were 

not entered in ABAQUS software and the 

calculated values for the settlement were 

obtained according to the actual amount of 

the load. In contrast, in the calculated 

numerical values, constant coefficients 

were used. The difference in numerical 

values calculated by the design formulas 

and the Finite Element values are available 

in other studies such as Badarloo and Jafari 

(2019) and Akbari and Jafari (2018). The 

existence of these differences led to a safe 

design. Because the safety surface obtained 

by proposed design formulas was always 

greater than software values and pile will 

have excellent stability. 

 Figure 21 shows the rate of soil 

settlement, taking into account the 

production of random design parameters. 

The Mr represents the calculated settlement 

regarding coefficient 1.3 for the vertical 

stress. MS represents the estimated 

settlement without the design coefficient. 

Figure 22 shows this value for the pile’s end 

force, obtained by producing designing 

coefficients and random numbers and 

proposed formulas in regulation. The 

amount of safety reliability for a pile is 

given by Eq. (2) and is shown in Figure 23. 

The results show that with increasing depth, 

the safety reliability increases; however, the 

calculated number depends on the variance 

and probability distributions that are 

correctly entered into the Monte Carlo 

cycle, and the changing the parameters 

leads to a change in response to the safety 

reliability.  

 

12. Factor of Safety 

 

Using the pile testing and site investigation 

level, Table 5 indicates the recommended 

minimum factors of safety that should be 

implemented in the design of piles. Besides, 

values should be adjusted to allow for 

extraordinary factors on a particular 

development. According to Table 5, the 

design coefficient for the desired piles is 

higher than 2.5, which reflects the fact that 

the use of the coefficient of 1.3 for vertical 

stress can provide reliable results in design. 

 

13. Conclusions 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate 

the negative skin friction on composite 

piles’ design. One of the innovations 

obtained in the present study was using the 

reliability method to design a pile under 

negative skin friction and comparing the 

values with software results. To do this, the 

rate of the pile’s settlement was estimated 

by using a random number generation. 

Using the Monte Carlo reliability method, 

the influence of model input parameters on 

calculated settlement results with software 

modelling was compared with existing 

theoretical relationships. Another 

innovation of the present study was to 

examine the composite types, filled and 

hollow piles with the areas of different 

sections and their effect on soil settlement 

under the influence of negative skin 

friction. The results showed that the elastic 

modulus and the weight of the pile have a 

significant impact on the pile settlement. 

The following conclusions can be drawn 

from this study.   
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Table 5. Minimum factors of safety for piles (Local Authority Building Control Technical Information, 2010; 

Kong Gang-qiang et al. 2014) 
Testing level Level of site investigation 

 Full Limited Minimum 

Full 2 2.25 2.5 

Limited 2.25 2.5 3 

None 2.5 3 3 

 

- In order to study the impacts of negative 

skin friction on composite piles, it is 

necessary to consider the pile mass 

concerning different modes. In other words, 

according to the relation F-Fk = m.δ, 

friction depends on the mass and the 

stiffness of the pile. Based on the definition 

of the friction theory, the ratio of the pile 

settlement and the force applied to the pile 

is different from that of the filled pile. F-Fk 

= m.δ, Fk = μ.mg, as the friction force 

decreases in the body of the pile, the 

displacement (due to the second-order 

differential of the acceleration) is applied to 

the structure. In other words, in the hollow 

sections, by reducing the mass of the pile, 

less force and less frictional stress in the 

pile’s shell is generated. 

- Using a steel pod in a composite pile, the 

amount of soil settlement around the 

composite pill is lower than the soil 

settlement around the filled concrete pile. 

The settlement of the composite pile is also 

smaller than filled concrete piles. The 

settlement of filled circular concrete piles 

(square and circle) is lower than the filled 

square concrete pile. The amount of 

settlement in hollow piles is more than the 

other ones. 

- In the circular sections, the value of the 

drag load is more than of the square-shaped 

sections in both composite and hollow 

sections. Besides, in the hollow sections, 

the amount of drag load in the circular 

concrete sections is greater than the square 

sections. 

- In composite piles, the amount of negative 

shear stress is more than all the discussed 

models in the numerical study. On the other 

hand, the more stress at the tip of the pile 

occurs; the greater amount of drag load is 

tolerated. In other words, a neutral plane 

occurs in greater depth along the pile length. 

In case of the square composite pile, the 

neutral plane is more in-depth than all of the 

models. 

- MS values, which are non-coefficient 

values, show lower settlement at the same 

depth than of the load with a coefficient 

(Mr), and both of these settlements are 

higher than of the calculated theory. Also, 

the reliability index computed using the 

Monte Carlo method decreases with 

increasing the depth of the pile. One of the 

reasons can be more uncertainty in 

determining the input parameters obtained 

in the pile settlement calculations. In other 

words, the higher the accuracy of the input 

parameters and the reliability index, the 

lower the final safety factor coefficient will 

be. 

- Ultimately, drag load, soil and pile 

settlements and factor of safety coefficient 

have been obtained for verification. Thus, 

drag load has been generated by cumulative 

forces that mobilized around the pile's shaft 

by surcharge and the numerical point 

defined on the pile's length. After running 

the software, these force's points have been 

read and interpreted. 
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